
This Week in Torah Emor 

This week’s Parasha starts with these verses: “God said to Moses: Speak to the priests, 

the sons of Aaron, and say to them: None shall defile himself for any [dead] person 

among his kin, except for the relatives that are closest to him: his mother, his father, his 

son, his daughter, and his brother; also for a virgin sister, close to him because she has 

not become someone’s [wife], for her he may defile himself. But he shall not defile 

himself as a kinsman by marriage and so profane himself.” 

Let’s face it—dealing with death is full of uncertainty. It is scary—we don’t know what 

lies on the other side of living. It is sad—the finality means leaving loved ones behind. 

There is an emotional void—gone is a trusted presence of loving souls. Our dear friend 

Sheila Randall z”l wrote a poem that we use in our Yizkor service: “Yours is no longer a 

face that bounces before me in the daily rhythm of life touching life.”  Rationally we 

know that death is a part of life—everything that is born will some day have to die. That 

is the reality. But letting go is hard. Rabbi Harold Kushner commented: “we cheat death, 

not by living forever, but by bearing, raising, and educating children to keep our souls, 

our values, and even our names alive. One generation, scarred and often embittered by 

experience, gives way to another, born in innocence and hope.” To which Sheila’s poem 

echoes: “Yet just as the winds of change continue to blow across the sea, I remember 

you.” Memory is a gift that helps us face the inevitable.  

With that framework, let’s look again at those verses from the book of Leviticus. The 

mitzvah stated here has to be understood against the perceived gaudiness of Egyptian 

worship. One of my undergraduate professors at Binghamton, Dr. Gerald Kaddish, 

taught that life in ancient Egypt was fascinated and consumed at times with death, 

concentrating on building a “house of eternity,” the tomb. When death came, the priests 

of pagan deities took center stage. Rituals, processions and incantations were mixed in 

with tools for survival in the next realm—utensils, jewels and money, food, weapons and 

other personal effects—including slaves! But Israelite faith separated itself from the 

practices where they were enslaved, creating distinct separation between the living and 

the dead. Not only was the kohanim/priest retrained from these, they were not even 



allowed to come close to the dead. Their job was not to cater to the dead, but to the 

living. They were to serve as teachers and models of holiness for the living. But Jewish 

practice realizes the plethora of emotions surrounding death; even the kohanim are not 

exempt from them and thus, they too partake in Jewish death rituals for closure and for 

respect.  From this we realize that caring for the dead is a prime human obligation.     

Rabbi Harold Kushner summarizes it this way: “There will be dark days, days of loss and 

days of failure, but they will not last forever. The light will always return to chase away 

the darkness, the sun will always come out again after the rain, and the human spirit will 

always rise above failure. Fear will assault us, but we will not be afraid, “for Thou art 

with me.” 

Grieve and mourn those who died. But we the living must do our best homage to those 

that passed away by resuming living as they would have wanted us to do. 

  


